
Project Briefs 
Grade 10 Printmaking  
 
  
PORTRAIT / animal and person / Face one or more faces / Animal in landscape or setting/ face with animal 
etc - LINOPRINT A4 
  
Topic 1: Visual Diary 
  
Research: 
Do research on at least 2 artists who make use of different styles creating printmaking with lino. You need to include 
the images from these artist accomponied with the relevant information. 
Look at various cutting methods. 
 
Images: 
You need 4 different photographs of, A5 in size and in black and white (good quality). Combine images if needed. 
It is important that you look at the light when taking your photographs. Tonal variation is important so look for photos 
that have good contrast in them. Do not use photographs that are too grey or too dark. Need images with lots of 
lines and texture that will translate into black and white – do not use images with too much flat areas this will be very 
difficult to print. 
  
Brainstorm drawings: A4 
Choose two photographs that are best suited for your project. Create 2 quality brainstorm drawings making use of 
dots and line with a black koki pen playing around with your tonal variation (One drawing in dots and the other 
drawing making use of contour lines). It is important that you create good contrasts eg. Solid black areas and white 
areas and create various tones of "grey" through the use of dots/lines. The closer the dots, the darker the tone will 
appear etc. 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
Compositional Collages: A4 
 
Create 3 Compositional collages through means of making photostats of your chosen brainstorm drawing. 
You need to incorporate the following in your collage: Your name, surname and Grade 10 Visual Art 2015. Also 
think of an interesting background that you want to incorporate.  Make use of a contrasting background mark, for 
instance a more linear design or image.  Placement of your typography is important. Placement of all the objects 
need to be explored to achieve the best possible composition. 
If you should choose to create the image of yourself in dots, then the negative space needs to be treated with a 
linear approach.This will cause good variaty and interrest in your work. 
  
Topic 2 Final Artwork 
 
Preparation for Final Artwork: 
We will use Marley flooring instead of lino. 
 
Use brown lino or Breeze cut lino. If you are using brown lino, the lino must be sanded before it can be used. Make 
use of 150 grit water-based sandpaper and 300 grit using a little wooden block. (This will be done in class so your 
teacher will help you with this process) 
Make a good quality photocopy, A3 size, of your chosen compositional collage. The photocopy must be done 
making use of a powder based photocopy printer.   
 
Once the lino has been sanded and cleaned, you are going to rub the photocopy face down onto the lino with 
acetone. 
Draw a black border (about 3 milimeters) around the edge of your image that is on your lino. 
Carving can proceed once this has been completed.  
Use small V shaped cutting tool and cut on the outside (the brown areas of your lino) of all the black lines or black 
dots of your lino. With your U shaped cutting tool, cut out all the large (brown sections) of your lino. 
 
Your teacher will guide you trhough the printing process in class. You will need to create an edition of at least 5 
prints. 
 
Your Final print must be window mounted, leaving at least 2 cm around the edge of the image you printed, visible.  
 
  
 
What you will need: 

 A3 Lino -  Brown Lino 
 Water based sandpaper and wooden block to sand with (150 and 300 grit) 
 If you use Breeze Cut Lino, get grey one 
 Lino cutters  
 Black fine liner pen 
 Paper 
 Paper for printing – Fabriano, Rosapino 2 sheets A1 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Colour Lino prints and mixed media 
 Lino is a wonderful medium to use with other mediums. On the left is a two colour lino print in 

combonation with drawing. Above right is a black and white lino with cut out pieces of colour 
lino print stuck onto the print. The eyes have been cut out and a television screen was used 
behind it creating "white noise" which was seen through the holes of the eyes. Colour pencil 
was used for the lips. 

 A very complicated colour lino making use of puzzle blocks and reduction cutting. 
 Above is an embossing of the skeletal structure of a fish used in an installation.  

 Linoleum Printmaking 
 I believe that there are many new types of linoleum that has been created over the last few 

years, so it is vital that you research the different types available in your country. 
  
 In South Africa, we basically only get two types, the old brown linoleum (also known as 

Battleship lino) and Breeze cut linoleum, which is basically just a thick type of rubber. Both are 
priced the same. My personal preference is the brown lino as you can do various techniques 
with it – ordinary prints and also embossing. I am glad to add that the light grey lino, as can be 
seen in the image below, is also available in South Africa. The rubber type is awful, as the fine 
detail tends to bend when printing giving you a blurry look. 

 For this demonstration on how to do printmaking using Linoleum, I will be speaking on how to 
use Brown Linoleum. 

  
 I teach printmaking in grade 10. Learners in higher grades (grade 11 and 12 can then explore 

this medium further, should they wish to choose this medium for specialization.) The lino prints 
that follow and the examples used, are from different grades, ranging from grade 11 - 12. 

 Preparation 
  
 Many people have forgotten that the lino needs to be prepared first before anything can be 

done with it. The top layer of the lino needs to be removed. When looking at the lino, you will 
see that there is a shiny nearly oily dimpled finish to the lino. I teach my learners to use water-
based sandpaper on a wooden block. First sanding: use 100 grit sandpaper with water. It is 
essential that the piece of lino should be sanded in one direction, from the one side of the lino 
to the opposite side. Once this is done, change the direction (cross hatched). Always apply 
water when sanding. Once sanding with 100 grit has been completed, wash the lino with 
water. If you see shiny areas, you need to continue with 100 grit. 

 After 100 grit sanding is completed, use a 300 to 400 grit water based sandpaper in the same 
way as you did with the 100 grit sanding. 

 The approach I use for creating a lino 
   



 Learners select their own images fro creating their concept development. I encourage them to 
make use of their own photographs. In concept development (brainstorm drawings) they need 
to look at using the same subject matter, but it can be from different angles and incorporate 
different backgrounds that will enhance their message. These drawings are done in graphite 
looking at creating all the tonal values possible. 

 Exploring concept development (brainstorm drawings) 
 Exploration of compositional development 
  (An example of detailed stippling)                                                                 This is the actual 

final print of the learner. 
 
 
 

 



 

Inking in the Linoleum 

Make sure that the area that you are setting up for printing is free of any dust or dirt. It is vital that this 
area is extremely clean. I use a thick sheet of glass to role the ink onto, but you can also use a slab of 
polished granite or a large smooth tile. 
I do not bother with small lino rollers as inking is uneven and they tend to go onto large cut areas. I 
use large lithography rollers. The larger they are, the better. Make sure that the roller has also been 
wiped down before inking takes place. Any dust or dirt left on the roller will land up in the ink and onto 
the linoleum, which will cause unwanted marks on a print. Slap the carved linoleum on the back to 
remove any little pieces of cut lino (you will be surprised how much dust and grime will come from 
doing this, so do this outside). Should you have any frayed bits of backing (the matting string) on the 
side of the lino, burn them off with a lighter or candle (they tend to pick up ink and will give a dirty 
edge when printing). 
 
Tip: If you have a cold classroom like me, heat up the ink slightly or print during the summer months. 
make use of good quality oil based printing ink for printing (something like Coats printing ink). 
 
Spread out the ink onto your clean piece of glass in a line by means of using a clean pallet knife. I 
place the ink at the top end of my glass. Use your roller and pick up some ink (you can also put ink 
directly onto the roller, but I prefer to place my ink into the glass surface). Roll the ink onto the glass, 
spinning the roller as you lift it up each time. Roll ink in different directions until the piece of glass is 



covered in a thin even coat of ink. The texture you want to achieve on the glass should have the look 
of velvet. Do not have a thick layer of ink on your glass. Should this happen, roll out on a new area of 
the glass. The ink must be thin. The reason for this is that you want to rather add thin layers of ink 
onto your linoleum. This will prevent ink from going into the thin and shallow lines that you have 
carved. Roll several layers of ink onto the linoleum. The look you want on the linoleum is the same 
look of velvet you have on your glass plate. Before printing, inspect the linoleum from side on to make 
sure there are no bits and pieces of loose lino in the ink. Should you find any, remove them and roll a 
new layer of ink onto the lino. Inspect the ink on your glass at regular intervals for dirt. Should ink get 
onto white carved out areas, remove with cloth and lacquer thinners or acetone. The acetone dries 
the area more quickly (do not use turpentine as this does not dry the area). 
 
 

Printing 

Place lino face up on the placement marks you have drawn. With paper lifted, place bottom of paper 
on registration line and match up registration marks, lower gently onto inked lino keeping a hand on 
the bottom of paper (where the registration marks are drawn). Give it a little rub on the back of the 
paper so that it adheres to the ink. Lower felt blanket onto the lino and print. Place a piece of 
masonite on top of the paper. This will prevent the lino having an embossed look. Place mat on top of 
masonite. 
  
The first prints may not be good as the inking takes a bit of time especially if you are going to print 
your lino onto expensive paper like Fabriano Rosapino (which I use). Use a cheaper paper for the first 
prints and then go to your edition paper. Why do I use expensive paper? It gives you a much better 
final product. Your press must be set to a very light pressure. You do not want an embossed look. If 
pressure is too high, you will find that delicate lines will be lost. This takes a bit of practice and getting 
to know your press. If you are using a sturdy product like the old brown linoleum, you can roll several 
times, adjusting the pressure (softer linoleum like the rubbery Breeze cut will leave a blurred look). 
Re-ink after every print. 

Stripping the print 

Many people do not do this and unfortunately, a shiny end result is achieved! 
Stripping the print is the final touch that gives you a professional look to your print. 
Use newsprint for this. Place newsprint onto the printed paper, keeping it in place with one hand. Rub 
with a flat hand over newsprint. Strip off excess ink from your print until you have no ink come off on 
newsprint. 
You can also use your press to strip excess ink. Tighten press on a high pressure and send through 
prints with newsprint on top. Repeat process until all excess ink has been removed. This will result in 
a matt print with the thinnest layer of ink, which will also speed up drying time! I suggest that the 
whole edition is done before you strip ink with your press, as you do not want to adjust the roller once 
you have started printing. 
 
Tip: Should you have any areas to fix on your print, dirt spots in black areas, use your finger with a 
little ink working in a tapping motion on the affected area. This should be done before stripping takes 
place. Stripping will remove any tell tale signs of fingerprints etc. 
 
Tip: Use surgical gloves when rolling in ink, so hands stay clean when working with paper. Oil based 
ink tends to spread everywhere. 



 
 


